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Share of U.S. employment by digital skill level

























White Black Hispanic Asian Other
Ethnicity by generation, United States, 2015
Source: Brookings analysis of 2015 1-year ACS
Our country is aging and becoming more diverse
Resilience will continue to threaten our communities










































NFIP premiums collected and loss dollars 
paid; 1978-2017



























Federal vs. state and local spending on 
transportation infrastructure, 1956-2014
State + local spending in billions of 2014 dollars
It’s increasingly up to localities to build and maintain infrastructure
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A smart city is a municipality that uses information and 
communication technologies to enhance the quality and 
operation of urban services.
Sensors are easy to 
deploy …
Sensors are easy to 
deploy …
especially compared to 
rebuilding private 
buildings …
Sensors are easy to 
deploy …
especially compared to 
rebuilding private 
buildings …
and public right of way.
New digital transportation habits
28%
Share of 18-49 year-olds who have 
used ride-hailing apps
100+
Bikeshare systems in the U.S.
43%
Share of adults who work remotely at 
least part of the time
Source: US Census, Pew Research Center, NACTO, and Gallup
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E-Commerce Sales All Retail Sales
E-commerce is pacing our retail future
Annual Sales Growth
Source: Census,
Emerging building management systems
6%
Potential GhG Emissions Reductions from 
Building Automation
15%
Potential Water Consumption 
Reductions
Source: McKinsey Estimates | Photo by 
Sensors redefining entire industries
15-20%






Data created between 
2005 and 2020





Population in low-broadband 
neighborhoods
E-commerce is just another a sprawling phenomenon













gas, and other fuels
Share of after-tax income spent on infrastructure services, by income quintile, 2016
Lowest Quintile Highest Quintile
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Images: Alexander Pidgeon, Andrew Gook, Xochi, Victor Sanchez Berruezo, 
and Denys Nevozhai on Unsplash, IDuke on Wikipedia Commons
The first question cannot be “what will we build?”
We need to situate the built environment around shared, regional priorities
PlacePeopleBusiness
CONCEPT: Economic Value Atlas
We need to build out public capacity and a more nimble governance model
Workforce SystemsTest PilotsData Management
CONCEPT: Big Data for Public Good
We must consider how technology changes our political economy
PricingMetropolitan GeometryClimate
CONCEPT: … tbd …
Smart regions use information and communication technologies to 
improve shared economic, social, and environmental outcomes.
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